The aim of this article is to analyse how in the globalisation process small nations appear in danger of disappearing. Can law protect national identity when the state is in the European Union?
INTRODUCTION

SOME OUTCOMES OF GLOBALISATION
What is globalisation? The Latin word globus means the earth, or universality.
Looking at the current world we notice two main tendencies: globalisation and antiglobalisation. With greater economic challenges and advancements, the ensuring of security of the world in the 21 st century is possible only when uniting the efforts of states. United intergovernmental efforts and cooperation is necessary to control the criminal world. Globalisation tries to unite economic, human and natural resources.
Newly forming blocks often unite the existing zones or create new economic zones in the form of increasing economic cooperation. The formation of the EU, the expansion of the NATO block could also be, to some extent, regarded as globalisation of a new world.
What are the aims of united Europe in the 21 st century? Such answer is given: "Europe's mission in the 21st century is to:
 provide peace, prosperity and stability for its peoples; Nevertheless, we cannot deny that a clash of interests among the states also exists in this democratically formed union. France and Germany approved the Russian position concerning the war of the USA in Iraq, and England remained a loyal ally of Washington! Also in this case, mostly, economic agreements dictate foreign policy. The old saying -unity -power‖ should be more relevant for
Europeans now than ever.
I would like to stress that the unity of the EU in the best meaning is especially important, since a divided Europe will not be able to compete with the growing capacities of China and India; alone it will not manage the spreading terrorism which is more and more aimed at European Christian culture. The EU is the union of legal states and a legal state does not take human freedom away; it even protects them individually and keeps them in separate communities. Only a conscious human being will be able to use the provided rights without violation the laws of the state.
We perceive law as the system of rules giving directions how to live, and The EU will become stronger and will have a more real future, if it manages to solve national problems. If all legal system from one side is able to eliminate unhealthy national manifestations, radical anti-global tendencies, from the other 11 We can mention at least some of them: Public Institution the Centre of Translation, Documentation and Information, Public Institution European Social, Legal and Economical Projects (ESTEP), etc. 
WHAT UNITES EUROPEAN NATIONS?
Law. The European Union is an unprecedented formation of international law:
the states protect their independence and at the same time the people, by their free will, partially limit the sovereignty of the state. The 57 th Article of the EU Constitution clearly states that the -Law of Union is higher than the national one‖.
In such a way United Europe in the form of a State Federation is created, though the concept of federal state cannot be applied strictly.
The EU is created in regard to international law norms and rules, and that determines the legal system of the European Union. An ordinary human being There are five main innovations which will improve the functioning of EU institutions:
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-Most of the decisions will be made by the qualified majority, and the principle of unanimity is left only for some cases. The states with more population will get more influence.
13
-The leaders of states will unanimously elect the Chair Country for two years period with the right to be re-elected. The existing rotation principle of Chairmanship will disappear; -For the period of five years the Foreign Minister of EU will be elected. He will be responsible for the common foreign and security policy of the block. It is hoped that this duty will help to increase the influence of EU in the world;
-The Charter of the Main Human Rights which will become a must to all member states will be involved into the legal system of EU. and solidarity, by approving our own fidelity to the principles of freedom, 16 La relazione del Profesore Vencenzo Buonomo alla Conferenza a Kaunas: "L'attenzione, dunque, è posta su un concetto di identità compatibile con l'elemento giuridico ed istituzionale, ai diversi livelli, nazionale/statale, internazionale, europeo, ma cercando di leggere le diverse situazioni come parte di un percorso unitario e non come momenti separati o addirittura contrapposti‖. 17 We all Christians will try to attract the attention of European architects and evaluate Christian heritage in a proper way. Youth has to understand the real ideology of freedom and advancement satisfying human hopes and helping to create full humanism on Earth. In two thousand years Christianity formed experience and common features of European nations: traditions, culture, family traditions, the same spiritual values. This is the basis for spiritual unification.
THE PROBLEM OF NATIONAL IDENTITY
The In 1995 when Lithuania signed the Association Treaty with EU about 1000 laws were changed in the whole national system of law. (Lithuania abolished the death penalty; it will make easier the process of land buying for foreigners). Before entering EU the whole legal system of Lithuania was looked through and adjusted to EU legal norms (of course, there are still some things to be solved technically but nobody could deny the way the nation has chosen to belong to EU). The legal norms taken by our own will cannot be rejected unless it harms national interests.
In such a case all interests are coordinated during the Meetings of European Parliament and the work of commissions. In spite of the fact that EU law is higher, if a citizen or a state has some damage, national governments usually protect their interests. Let us say the French national radio orders that half of broadcasted songs have to be French, the remaining part may also be foreign songs.
-In contrary, we need very strict -protectors‖ in limiting the selling of land in reservoirs, by lakes or by the sea. For example, Latvia for already some time has From some of the aforementioned facts it is obvious that EU unity is external, formal or in many cases very fragile. Millions of citizens of a small nation can get disillusioned that the EU is not able to make common policy in regard to Russia and the USA.
Despite the existing differences and shortages there is a need to unite forces and improve Europe, to put it on a solid fundament of ideals. There is a need to unite Christian forces and to add some attractiveness to the unity of EU.
REAL OR IMAGINED THREATS?
The well being of the EU will partially depend on how much it can affect the psychology of Russian politicians and especially the whole Russian nation. Will the interests of states in non-convenient geopolitical situations be defended sufficiently enough? Will the EU struggle for unity and be ready to feel some economical disadvantages and yet not betray its commitments?
During the whole period of independent Lithuania (1990 Lithuania ( -2007 
